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"words are not so important 

as to be vaulted away, nor 

are they worthless enough 

to throw away, so we give 

them away"  

                 -DP- 



Untitled 
 
Its day 17 I’ve forgotten my name 
I’m thinking about a vow of silence 
because these words – well 
they just get in the way. 
If I could sing like the birds outside 
chattering the authentic beats 
of their tiny hearts 
or emerge with more soul 
like a flower 
a tiny blade of grass 
but I’m crying 
into my cranberry juice 
I’m not even a writer 
that drinks coffee 
 
Just some nameless woman 
imitating this being an artist, 
worrying needlessly 
while in Japan 
dawn breaks 
to an apocalyptic spring. 

 

By: Maria Gornell 



Pusillanimity's twin 
 
I had been sleeping with butterflies 
until bees sprung up 
form between my petals 
and stung you on the mouth. 
Suede lust, 
animal skin holds its scent, 
life captured 
as its ripped from a carcass, 
snared in a man trap 
 
It was a man. 
 
He was a man before 
we anchored him to wooden stakes 
through his limbs, 
I tied the ropes myself 
until my hands bleed, 
I liked the calluses, 
chewed the skin 
to keep the sores open 
 
I wear red ribbons in my hair 
they dance on a breeze, 
conjured up by our cajoling - 
howling and foot stamping 
under the gaze 
of a waning autumnal sun. 
 
Lucky me, 
I found my revolution 
hidden beneath my womanhood, 
under my left breast 
before I removed it, 
turning black in the sun. 
 
But still she didn't come 
to stand beside me. 
 

By: Sam Ledger 



Divinations in Red  
 
 
In shock, my switch is tripped 
slipping into the warm buttery daze 
phased subconsciousness 
blessed where watered down reality is a dream 
stream-lined to the beast within 
sin soaked murder craving savage of untimely demise 
cries not for the dead, 
instead manifests it's chaos in a blood-fest orchestrated masterpiece 
 
unleashed is the monstrous Mr. Red 
 
paper-torn screams 
sound off in the skin ripped scenes 
bursting forth crimson spilling seams 
bring the frothy smile which devilishly gleams 
 
to the pleasure of the indomitable Mr. Red 
 
craving your viscera 
past that stupid human suit 
flesh is a game but only the first boundary 
piqued  
basking inside your pristine shredded being, 
 
upon the crimson stages of finger torn delights we transcend  
one with you I look past the stars and origins 
blood filled grin 
indescribable hunger for the power and strength harnessed within 
sight beyond visions of treasure and whims 
 
gleaming reality; divinations in Red 
 
the hunt continues and you my friend... 
you can run all you like 
you'll only die tired 

 

By: Crakbaby 



Mud 
 
 
This mud is cancerous 
and by mud I mean your bullshit excuse for existing 
I could try and understand where you're coming from 
but you're like a mixed salad, croutoned out on tomatos 
waiting for life to discover you're the next best thing 
it's humorous to watch as people eye you from the street,  
you seem like such a good idea 
Only I seem to know you will only leave them with ecoli 
wretching into toilets and cursing the day they ever met you 
I feel almost sadistic  
I could warn them to stay away  
but I know they would never listen 
they would bite the hand that fed them knowledge  
because pretty is often so much more important  
than logical....  
and you are certainly NOT the latter 
just another splatter on the pavement  
a vomit of sorts that spells out your insecurity 
you don't need their support or their empathy 
you only need the company because talking to yourself 
would only get you committed  
straight jacketed and tied, diagnosed and pill popping 
you're off topping that beer. 
it's clear you've lost your focus.  
it/s clear that you aren't even here. 

 

By: Christi Dalton 



Dwindling Black Violas 
 
 
There is no roof enough high 
 
for these fistfuls of lost breaths. 
 
Black velvet burial suits, 
 
yellow trapped mouths in violet; 
 
small freedoms cut short - unlived. 
 
The city bleeds on; grey veins, 
 
like that of a monster made 
 
in pursuit of its own head. 
 
And I sprinkle them all here; 
 
soft petals of everything, 
 
that had a hope but could not. 
 
They merge like distance to light: 
 
flicker midway, disappear, 
 
land in gutters and puddles; 
 
maybe to drift to the canal, 
 
more likely to the sewer. 
 
Black threads in patchwork: 
 

merely binding, never squared.  

 

By: Jacqui Corcoran 



LIKE BODIES 

  

is it the bones at the side of the road 

the silent and ageing stones 

that stop you from stopping 

that hold your stare as you hurry past 

is it the knowing that once they 

held a man erect in a war torn world 

  

is it the knowledge that you  

could be staring into the future 

the way you read about the past 

and how it often becomes dark 

and cold overnight 

  

when the candles are left 

in neat rows and stacks like bodies 

in a morgue of compassion 

and nobody moves or speaks 

just to stay warm in fear 

comforted by doing nothing wrong 

comforted by doing nothing at all 

  

 By: Sean Reddan 

Doubts 
 
The sun is like a river 
I have walked many times along 
kept faith and hope  
the season in the city 
sun in the dust  
in the city 
sunlight like the hyacinths 
I remember it again 
I was led all that way along  
with you towards  
the river with the hyacinths 
clutching our agony beneath  
the earth. 
The wind from the river  
set down suddenly 
light in us. 
We should be glad 

we had doubts.  

By: Milena Oda 



Apparitions 
 
This is my right hand, this is left, 
This is apparition, this is Aphrodite. 
This is the saddest story ever told, this side is beauty. 
This is burning, this is love. 
This is just a phase, this is forever. 
This is bombs, this is milk and honey. 
 
Robert Johnson knew the devil, 
And Hokusai knew the water. 
Robert Johnson knew the devil, 
Like Kahlo knew the coupled color, 
And we all know these apparitions, 
Fish eyed, left over traditions 
Murder 
Eagle eyed, dead religions, 
Degraded things. 
 
This is blood all over everything, this is song, 
This is flooded and washed away, this is dry, 
This is bleeding, this is singing, 
This is what is wrong, this is right, 
Reverse, re-reverse, 
Suck in the breeze, only air left, 
Oxygen depleted, this forever, 
That was just a phase. 
 
The wind blew soft. 
The wind blew A minor. 
The wind blew soft, 
And couldn’t feel no finer. 
Robert Johnson knew the devil, 
And Hokusai knew the water. 
Robert Johnson knew the devil, 
Like Kahlo knew the coupled color, 
And we all know these apparitions. 
 
These are railroad cars, these are spring mountains, 
This is smoke spiraling to ash, this flowing fountains, 
This is groaning, this is breathing, 
This is blindness, this is seeing. 
 
Lenin discovered Marx for Russia. 
(but it is Trotsky’s soul I possess) 
Hold my tender little hands, 
Make me do my best. 
Lenin discovered Marx for Russia. 
(but it is Trotsky’s soul I possess) 
 
These are apparitions, this is real life. 
These never forget, this never forgives. 
These are eternal, this is just one more moment. 
One more moment more. 
 

by: Jesse S. Mitchell 



calumny 
 
poetry doesn't give breaks 
           it demands attention 
 
poetry isn't words spoken 
           over tracks 
                              derailing 
                               thought 
 it is heart spoken 
    ALOUD 
 
Poetry isn’t taught 
        learned   or 
 handed down 
 it is life breathing 
  it’s opinion 
 
poetry can not be judged 
  critiqued 
 or even admired 
      it is vile 
  putrid 
   grotesque 
  simple 
and vague 
it is everything & nothing 
it is all some have and 
something some will never 
   know 
 
by Murphy Clamrod 



Insatiable Dreams  

 

Floating high on wisps of cirrus 

transcendental stratosphere 

all sense of decorum fraying 

yielding to this infernal need 

tumbling down into the abyss… 

 

The flames of passion 

torrid, white hot, 

lick at my feet relentlessly 

flashback to 

your fingertips branding my skin… 

 

Sparks ignite 

stirring innermost hunger 

conflicting emotions 

contrasting elements 

caught in a maelstrom of desire... 

 

Hot and cold 

light and dark 

fire and water 

sun and moon 

meld as one….. 

 

Two hearts, two lives 

fused together 

for a moment, 

for an eternity 

in my insatiable dreams… 

 

By: Colleen M. Breuning  



In…Sanity 
  
Insanity… let’s see 
Not what I “pretend” to be 
As a pseudo intellectual 
I am ineffectual 
At emancipating 
A mind left waiting 
  
Insanity… decreed 
And believed 
I won’t believe the improbable 
Probable 
Yet imagine impossible things 
As such Long Live the King 
  
Insanity… I read 
Write and bleed 
Characters in-between 
Rock and hard place squeeze 
But who is really sick 
With my plot twist 
  
Insanity… a disease 
Like love please 
Such blather inane 
As the “medicine” in veins 
Won’t let it be erased 
Never the case 
  
Insanity… a dream 
Another me 
As voices incoherent 
Can’t hear them 
Truly insanity 
Is to be in… Sanity 

 

By: Will Bradford 



Walking with Sunday 

 

walking 

in the field 

among the rows of  

green and golden crowns 

I follow her a few steps back 

on purpose 

hoping glory's mist grants 

me the scene between 

her thighs and silhouette 

against the setting 

Sun 

 

Sunday caught me curious many a time 

and teased with pouting 

lips in enticing ways  

and rays of sun 

between her words 

 

She talked of love there 

 

She loved the way the wind 

and heat touched her heart and parts 

while shadowing stalks 

brought giggles 

with windblown hands 

upon her skin 

 

and again 

 

together to the earth 

we fell undone 

 

falling and sinking  

with the silent 

slip of the  

SUN 

 

By: Steve B 



Dimestore Buddhist 
 
When in search 
for the ruined temple, 
the golden horse monk 
Krhu: Baa 
will test the depth 
of the stream 
before leading 
his pupils 
across the rocks 
 
and back onto the path. 
 

By Franklin Metropolis 

 By: Jamie Franklin 



Truth 

 
It's always been a prelude, 

To the way down, 
For me, 

Being of stone inscribed descent, 

The bloodline of blood shot eyes, 
Close enough to liars to know verity, 

Too close to trust my own tongue, 
 

 
My hope is reluctantly perpetuated,  

In slow moving glances of blurred tender chaos, 

In that screaming divide between what blooms, 
And what wilts, 

 
 

Brittled berth, 

Sitting beside worn down messiahs, 
Cookin up mountain words and ocean songs, 

Irreverent revelry,  
A nudge away from tremendous, 

A rhyme away from truth. 
 

By: Cornelius Bent 



Leaving Memphis 
 
mugging heat while waiting 
down by Third & Brooks, 
two miles from Graceland, 
another planet  
entirely. 
 
skinny white trash 
working girls 
serviced anything willing, 
making ends meets 
twenty at a time. 
 
street people dug 
behind Brown’s BBQ 
browsing for remnants  
of meals thrown away. 
 
prospecting the can 
in golden arch’s washroom 
sometimes scored points, 
making up for attention’s 
indiscretion. 
 
waiting for Mack 
in his white Coupe de’Ville, 
often I shared 
Travis Bickle’s wish 
for a righteous one to come 
and wash the city clean. 
looking back  
I seem to remember 
it was raining 
last time I left. 
 

By: yossarian hunter 



Seeds 
  
I sink into this space 
between my fingers and my face; 
beneath the blazoned fuchsia skyscape 
and the salted surface tension 
of an ebbing ease-less ocean; 
under the solid sway 
of the grand gray bridge. 
  
Suspension. 
  
A framework. 
  
The holding of all screamings,  
loud and low, that are seeping  
and slowly sowing themselves 
amongst my ordered thoughts. 
  
They grasp at little gaps in  
my besotted adoration of This:  
your deep abounding sun setting 
into hushed abiding dusk. 

 

By: Natalie Webster 



I want to thank Cornelius, Vanz and all  who participated in 
making this booklet possible. I see many barriers amongst 
ourselves and know words have the ability to dissolve those 
walls. 
 
Words make things possible, allow us to believe, transform 
our thoughts and enrich our soul. 
 
                             Words are necessary. 
 
       Share these words with others and start an evolution. 
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